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IN THE SUPREME COURT 
of the 
STATE OF UTAH 
MILNE TRUCK LINES, INC., a 
corporation, CARBO,N MOTORW A Y 
INC., a corporation, and SALT 
LAI{E-KANAB FREIGHT LINES, 
INC., a corporation, 
Plaivntiffs, 
-vs.-
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF UTAH and HAL S. BENNET'T, 
DONALD HACKING .and JESSE R. 
S. BUDGE, Commissioners of the 
Public Service Commission of Utah, 




Case No. 9293 
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 
This case is before the Supreme ,C,ourt on a Writ of 
Review directed to the defendants, and for the purpose 
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of reviewing an order of the Public Service Commission 
of Utah, dated April 28, 1960. Such order granted to 
defendant Clark Tank Lines, Inc., Certificate of Conven-
ience and Necessity No. 1051-Sub 7, authorizing operating 
rights on certain specified commodities between all points 
and places in the State of Utah. 
The approach of the Public Service Commission in 
this case is of particular concern to plaintiffs in that the 
statewide grant of authority is totally without support in 
the evidence and \Yas made \\-ithout reference to the well 
established concept of that degree of proof required to 
establish convenience and necessity. It is obvious that 
the Commission failed to make even a casual study of the 
evidence, preferring instead to make a blanket grant with-
out regard to the testimony. 
Clark Tank Lines "~as granted authority in accord-
ance "?ith its application to transport flour, sugar, edible 
salt and powdered n1ilk in dry for1n, in bulk, bet\veen all 
points and places in the State of Utah and non-edible salt, 
in dry for1n, in bulk, fron1 Saline to points and places 
in the stah) north of, but not including, Tooele, Salt Lake, 
\Y.asatch, Duchesne and l"Tintah counties. Plaintiffs are 
not enntt)~ting that portion of the order per1nitting service 
on non-Pdible ~nit fron1 Saline to points north of the 
indiea ted counties. 
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The only evidence introduced by Clark related to 
transportation of (1) flour from Ogden to Salt Lake; (2) 
sugar from West Jordan to Salt Lake; (3) edible salt 
from Saltair to Salt Lake; and ( 4) powdered milk from 
Beaver to Salt Lake. Plaintiffs do not eoncede that .any 
of this evidence would support a finding of convenience 
and necessity for any of these commodities to any of these 
points. 
In this order the Public Service Commission con1-
pletely abandoned the principle that there must be evi-
dence of need for the proposed transportation service 
on the commodities nained and into the territories in-
volved. The evidence is inadequate to sustain any grant 
of authority. Moreover, there is not a scintilla of evidence 
to sustain the .grant to all points and places within the 
state. 
As hereinafter outlined, plaintiffs' authority extends 
generally from Salt Lake City south on U.S. Highways 89 
and 91 into southern Utah, and east on U.S. Highways 
6 and 50 into eastern Utah. However, the statewide grant 
of authority has a direct and adverse affect on plaintiffs' 
interlining operations as well as affecting plaintiffs in 
the areas they serve directly. Consequently, this appeal 
is directed to the entire order, except that portion author-
izing transportation of non-edible salt from Saline to 
points in northern Utah. 
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STATEl\IIENT OF FACTS 
Clark Tank Lines, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as 
defendant) filed an application January 25, 1960 seeking 
a Certificate of Convenience and Necessity to operate as a 
colnmon motor carrier for the transportation of flour, 
sugar, powdered 1nilk and salt, in bulk, in dry form, be-
tween all points and places in the State of Utah. Notice 
of the application was given and hearing was held before 
the Public Service Commission April 8, 1960. A total of 
nine protestants filed appearances. (R. 1). At the hear-
ing defendant a1nended its application limiting trans-
portation of non-edible salt to the origin point of Saline. 
The Co1nmission's Report and Order, issued April 28, 
1960, granted defendant authority to operate as a common 
carrier for the transportation of flour, sugar, powdered 
milk and salt used or suitable for human consu1nption, 
in bulk, in dry form, between all points and places in the 
State of Utah, and on return n1oven1ents to transport re-
jected shipments, and for the transportation of non-
edible salt, in bulk, in dry form, fro1n Saline to all pointt; 
in Utah north of, but not including, Tooele, ·Salt Lake, 
Wasatch, Duchesne and Uintah ;Counties. 
Defendant is a con1mon carrier \vith operating rights 
in Utah for the bulk transportation of petroleum, petro-
leum products, anhydrous armnonia, an1moniu1n nitrate, 
solid an1monium nitrate, ammoniun1 sulfate, dry and 
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liquid fertilizers and magnesium chloride brine solution 
between various points and places within the state. (Ex. 
1). In addition, defendant holds certain interstate oper-
ating rights, including authority to transport bulk flour 
and salt. (R. ~7). Defendant presently has no equipment 
::-;uitable for the transportation of edible commodities in 
bulk (1~. 18) but has arranged for the construction of a 
trailer to enable it to operate its interstate authority. (R. 
49, 50). It is this unit that defendant intends to use for 
the transportation of the commodities involved herein. 
(R. 37). Regardless of the disposition of this application, 
defendant will have to purchase this trailer to operate 
its interstate authority. (R. 49, 50). 
As applicable here the authority of plaintiff Milne 
Truck Lines, Inc. under Certificates of Convenience and 
Necessity Nos. 465, 531 and 826, and various subs there-
under, authorizes transportation as a common carrier of 
general commodities, including the commodities involved 
herein, from Salt Lake City to Levan and all points south 
on U.S. Highway 91, and from Levan and all points south 
on U. S. Highway 91 to Salt Lake City. Local service is 
provided to all points between Levan and Santa Clara, 
inclusive. Additionally, Milne holds authority for general 
comn1odities over irregular routes to, from and between 
all points and places in Beaver County in conjunction 
\Yith its authorized regular operations. Authority is also 
held for the transportation of general commodities be-
t,veen Beaver and Milford via Utah I-Iigh\vay 21, serv-
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ing all inter1nediate p-oints, together with authority to 
other points and places in the southern portion of the 
state. Milne is specifically authorized to transport salt 
products between Panguitch and Gunnison and all points 
in Washington ·County, except points on U.S. Highway 
91 north of the junction of Utah Highway 15 and U.S. 
High,vay 91. (Ex. 9). 
Plaintiff Salt Lake-Kanab Freight Lines, Inc. is 
authorized under Certificate of ·Convenience and N eces-
sity No. 1169 to transport as a co1nmon carrier general 
commodities, including the commodities involved herein, 
from Salt Lake City south on U.S. Highway 89 to l{anab, 
serving intennediate points. Additionally, this plaintiff 
serves intermediate points on U.S. Highway 91 bet\veen 
Salt Lake City and Nephi, inclusive, and on Utah High-
'vays 11 and 28 bet,veen U.S. Highways 89 and 91 in 
central Utah. Salt Lake-I{anab has authority to serve 
from the Morton Salt Con1pany plant at Saltair to points 
lying between F.airview and ~{arysville, inclusive, and 
~fona and Pigeon I-Iollow Junction, inclusive. (Ex. 14:). 
Plaintiff Carbon Motorway, Inc. holds authority un-
der Certificate of Convenience and Necessity l~ o. 1042 
as a con11non carrier of general commodities, including 
the commodities involved herein, from Salt Lake ·City 
south on U.S. Highway 91 to Spanish Fork and south-
easterly to the Emery 'County-Sevier County line over 
U.S. Highway 6 to Price, and Utah Highway 10 to the 
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County line, together 'vith other indicated routes, serving 
all intermediate points. Within Emery County such 
earrier is authorized to serve all points and places within 
~0 n1iles of Utah IIighway 10 together with other off-
route points. Carbon holds authority to operate as a 
earrier of general commodities between Spanish Fork and 
Payson over U.S. High,vay 91, serving all intermediate 
points. General commodity authority is held between 
Price and the Utah-Colorado state line, serving all inter-
mediate points on U.S. Highways 6 and 50. Specific 
authority for the transportation of salt is held beitween 
the Morton Salt Company at Saltair and Salt Lake City 
over U.S. Highway 40. (Ex. 17). 
Each of these plaintiffs maintain substantial ter-
Ininal facilities at various points in the areas served and 
each has a large fleet of equipment. While none of plain-
tiffs possess a bulk unit similar to that described by 
defendant, their operating witnesses stated they were 
'villing to acquire such additional equipment, singly or 
in association, as traffic may warrant. (R. 218, 219, 236, 
245). 
The defendant produced six shipper witnesses. 
1\:fr. Lynn H. Denkers testified on behalf of the Pills-
bury ·Co1npany, 'vhich manufactures flour at Ogden. This 
"itness testified that Salt Lake City .and Ogden are the 
only comn1unities in Utah to which bulk flour moves from 
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Pillsbury. (R. 60). Pillsbury ships bulk flour by truck 
from Ogden to one customer in Salt Lake ·City at the 
present time. (R. 62). One other Salt Lake customer, 
presently receiving his shipments of flour in hags, is con-
templating converting to bulk facilities although the 'vit-
ness did not know when such conversion would occur. 
(R. 63, 66). Denkers indicated his company desired to 
ship flour to Pelton's Spudnuts in Salt Lake. (R. 76, 77). 
However, Pelton's is already equipped to handle bulk 
flour, and is served by rail from General Mills in Ogden. 
Pillsbury has had contract carrier service available for 
such a p-roposed movement to Pelton's. (R. 60, 180). 
There v;as no showing that the granting of this applica-
tion would enable this shipper to supply bulk flour to 
Pelton's Spudnuts at Salt Lake City. 
Pillsbury is presently being served on its bulk move-
ments of flour by truck by a duly certified contract car-
rier, Salt Lake Flour Mills division of the Colorado !fil-
ling & Elevator Company, which uses equipment similar 
to that which the defendant proposes to acquire for this 
transportation. (R. 61). The equipment of this contract 
carrier is utilized by Pillsbury three days a week. (R. 
61). Denkers testified that his company had encountered 
no difficulty with the services of the contract carrier. 
(R. 75). As to the adequacy of this service, he said: 
"Q. Is it your testimony here that thev do not 
have adequate equipment at the pres~nt time~ 
* * * 
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A. It is adequate for the points we serve right 
now.'' (R. 81). 
Denkers also stated: 
"Q. But you do not need any additional service 
at this point~ 
A. Not unless this additional customer converts.'' 
(R. 71). 
The witness admitted Pillsbury had never asked the con-
tract carrier to acquire additional equipment and had no 
reason to believe any such request would be refused. (R. 
81,82). 
Ninety-five percent of Pillsbury's flour is presently 
transported in bags. (R. 67). Denkers said that any bulk 
movements of flour to Utah points other than Salt Lake 
and Ogden are "strictly conjecture." (R. 68). On cross-
examination, counsel inquired specifically into the needs 
of this shipper into the territories served by plaintiffs. 
It is obvious this shipper has absolutely no need for 
the proposed servied into these areas. Denkers testified : 
"Q. ~fr. Denkers, let me ask you, at the present 
time you are using Milne Truck Lines for 
bags into southern Utah~ 
A. "\V e are, yes. 
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Q. And have you found this service satisfactory~ 
A. Yes. 
Q. You never made any requests of then1 for bulk 
movement, have you~ 
A. No. 
Q. And will you make the· same statement as to 
Carbon Motor"Tay in the area which they 
serve~ 
A. That's true; the same is true. 
Q. And Salt Lake-Kanab~ 
A. Yes.'' (R. 77, 78) 
·, 
No other evidence was adduced from Pillsbury -with re-
spect to transportation into these areas. 
Morton Salt Company was represented by D. Leon 
Johnston. This company is located at Saltair, about ten 
miles west of the Salt Lake ·City airport. (R. 132). J\Ior-
ton owns and operates its own equipment and transports 
edible salt in both bulk and hags. (R. 136, 137). The 
fact that Morton has no need for .any bulk service on 
edible salt was succinctly stated by Johnston when he 
said: 
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"Q. Do you have occasions where your own equip-
ment is fully used for other purposes and 
you would have bulk shipments which you 
"\Vould have to give to other carriers~ 
A. Only in case of the coarse salt." (R. 137). 
Morton uses its own equipment insofar as possible 
and handles its own transportation from Payson on the 
south to Logan on the north, and I-Ieber City on the east 
to Tooele on the west. (R. 139, 142). At this ti1ne Morton 
has contract carrier service available for excess traffic it 
cannot handle and calls on common carriers only infre-
quently, and such calls would continue to be unusual. 
(R. 142, 144). The largest request for a hulk shipment 
of edible salt that this shipper has ever had in Utah was 
an order for 15 tons which was handled with Morton's 
own equipment. (R. 141). The witness was asked whether 
!lorton would continue to use its own trucks in the trans-
portation of edible salt in bulk and replied: 
"A. That is correct, unless the requirements of the 
customer 'vas such that we didn't have the 
equipment to do it. 
Q. Do you know of any requirements at the 
present time which make your equipment un-
suited for the transportation in bulk of edible 
salt-I mean edible for human consumption f 
A. No sir. 
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Q. Are you presently transporting that type of 
salt in bulk V\rithin your local area~ 
A. Yes.,., (R. 142, 143). 
With regard to the area south of Provo, the absolute 
lack of need by this shipper was clearly demonstrated 
when Johnston was asked: 
"Q. Now· so far as edible salt, in bulk, do I cor-
rectly interpret your testimony to 1nean that 
you have no known movement there, for in-
stance, to points such as Provo-you have no 
user there~ 
A. 'That's right. 
Q. In fact, any place in Utah south of Provo you 
would have no occasion to move edible salt 
in bulk~ 
A. That is correct." (R. 143). 
This co1npany has no market for edible salt in Uintah, 
Duchesne, ·Carbon, Wayne, Grand, Emery and San Juan 
Counties and no use for any trucking services into those 
areas. (R. 145, 146). 
Theo M. Merrill appeared representing Brookla,vn 
Creamery. This company 1nanufactures powdered nlilk 
in Beave-r and is presently ship·ping its product in bags 
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and fiber drums. (R. 1~1). The "\vitness admitted that his 
con1pany has no customers at the present time who utilize 
bulk facilities in the handling of powdered milk. (R. 126). 
llis interest ~Ierrill said: 
"A. . .. is in satisfying any potential customers 
who may develop." (R. 122). 
This shipper is presently utilizing the facilities of 
plaintiff l\lilne Truck Lines from Beaver into Salt Lake 
City. Concerning this service he stated: 
"Q. Are you here co1nplaining about the service of 
Milne from Beaver to Salt Lake on these bag 
shipments to this particular customer~ 
A. Absolutely not. 
Q. That service has been very satisfactory~ 
A. Very satisfactory." (R. 125). 
:Jierrill strictly limited the points "\vith which his company 
is concerned, stating : 
BQ.. You have no need for services to any other 
points than Beaver and Salt Lake City~ 
A. No.'' (R. 129). 
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The present movement on Milne Truck Lines of powdered 
milk from Beaver to Salt Lake City occurs approximately 
once a week. (R. 132). 
The potential customer to which this shipper re-
ferred, Pelton's Spudnuts, uses about 12,000 to 13,000 
pounds of powdered milk a month. (R. 184). On de-
fendant's proposed 45,000 p·ound capacity equipment, this 
move1nent would amount to approximately one truck 
load every four months. On the other hand, this traffic 
constitutes a valuable backhaul for Milne Truck Lines 
(R. 219, 220) and 'vould be lost to Milne whether in bulk 
or in bag, by the granting of this application. (R. 131). 
\Vith respect to Brooklawn's need for bulk service, Mer-
rill's testimony demonstrates that it has not previously 
anticipated such a need. He stated with respect to Milne's 
solicitation: 
"Q. Their pl].rpose in coming, as they have made 
clear I presume, is to see 'vhat traffic they 
can move for you; is that right~ 
A. That's right. 
Q. Now nothing has ever been said by you or by 
them actually about transporting powdered 
milk in bulk equipn1ent. The subject has 
never con1e up~ 
A. That's right." (R. 132). 
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Utah-Idaho Sugar ·Company was represented by Mr. 
Clisbee Kimball. This company has manufacturing 
plants located in West Jordan and Garland. His testi-
mony dealt with transportation to the Salt Lake plant 
of Pelton's Spudnuts. 
l(imball admitted that no sugar in bulk is presently 
being shipped from either of Utah-Idaho Sugar Com-
pany's plants. (R. 149). All of its product is at present 
moving in bags and liquid form. (R. 149). He stated, 
hovvever, that his company is presently "dickering" with 
one customer, Pelton's Spudnuts, for the sale of bulk 
sugar. (R. 150, 163). Kimball indicated that this custo~ 
1ner had not yet decided whether the conversion of its 
facilities will be designed to accommodate truck or rail 
movement of bulk sugar. (R. 155). If the Spudnut people 
elect to convert to bulk sugar movement to be served by 
trucks, Utah-Idaho Sugar ~ould supply sugar from West 
Jordan, relying on the Garland plant only in emergencies. 
(R. 164). 
This company presently delivers sugar in bags from 
its West Jordan plant into the Salt Lake area and south 
into Provo via its own trucks. (R. 158, 159). In other 
areas, this shipper utilizes the services of plaintiffs 
into the. territory served by them and finds such services 
satisfactory. (R .. 165, 166, 168). 
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The fact that Utah-Idaho Sugar has absolutely no 
need for transportation of sugar in bulk into the area 
served by plaintiffs \vas clearly demonstrated by the 
witness. Regarding the territory served by plaintiff 
Milne Truck Lines, he s.aid: 
"A. We don't have any potential users in the 
territory they operate in at the present time. 
Q. That's right. The same would be true of Salt 
Lake-Kanab Freight Lines-you are fan1iliar 
with them~ 
A. Yes. 
Q. You would have no even potential users there 
in the foreseeable time on bulk~ 
A. I wouldn't say foreseeable, but presently, 
no-it might develop. 
Q. That would be son1e later time, highly conjec-
tural as to when~ 
A. It is conjecture." (R.165, 166). 
Referring to plajntiff Carbon l\fotorway's territory, he 
said: 
"Q. Now with reference to Carbon, I suppose your 
state1nent as to servicing such points as Price 
-your state1nent-
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A. Yes. 
Q. That would probably be true, would it not, of 
any points served by Carbon Motorways, ex-
eluding for the moment Provo~ 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now taking for the moment the point of 
Provo, which they serve, you can't give us 
anything concrete as to a potential user there~ 
A. No." (R. 167). 
Although this shipper has been solicited by plaintiffs 
for the purpose of developing any freight plaintiffs could 
handle, it has never mentioned any need for a bulk trans-
portation move1nent. (R. 170). 
nir. Lee Scott appeared for Pelton's Sp·udnuts, a Salt 
Lake confectionary firm. l-Ie indicated that his company 
w·as the prime mover in the filing of this application. (R. 
187). Pelton's Spudnuts uses each of the commodities 
involved, flour in bulk, and sugar, salt and powdered 
n1ilk in bags. He testified his company intends to con-
Yert its operation to bulk as soon as feasible. (R. 183). 
After this conversion, Scott stated his company will 
utilize 40,000 to 60,000 pounds of bulk sugar a month. 
(R. 183). Pelton's is presently receiving sugar from 
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Layton Sugar Company in 3,000 pound nesta-hins. (R. 
179). The witness stated that if his company purchased 
sugar from Utah-Idaho Sugar, the commodity would 
move from "\Vest Jordan to Salt Lake. (R. 183). No other 
points or places of origin or destination of this product 
were mentioned. 
Pelton's is presently equipped to handle and is han-
dling its flour in bulk. (R. 183). It receives this com-
modity at its plant via rail from General 11:ills in Ogden. 
(R. 180). Any need for the transportation of flour was 
specifically negated by this \vitness. He stated in re-
sponse to a question whether he would need bulk ship-
ments of flour coming by truck: 
"A. Not the flour. The situation on the flour is 
very compatible as our present operation is.'' 
(R._J93). 
Scott said there was a possibility that Pelton's might ship 
one truckload of hulk flour per month. (R. 193). How-
ever, contract carrier service is available for any such 
bulk transportation by truck. (R. 60). With regard to 
the move1nent of flour, the only points in the state even 
referred to were Salt Lake and Ogden. 
Pelton's uses 12,000 to 13,000 pounds of powdered 
milk per month which it is now receiving in 100 pound 
bags from Beaver via Milne Truck Lines. (R. 184). On 
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defendant's proposed 45,000 pound capacity truck this 
traffic would amount to about one truck load every four 
months. !\Iilne' s service has been found to be satisfactory 
on this movement. (R. 203). Scott admitted that Pelton's 
had been solicited by lVIilne Truck Lines but no mention 
had ever been 1nade of a need for bulk transportation of 
po'Ndered mille (R. 203). The Beaver to Salt Lake move-
Inent "\vas the only movement of powdered milk about 
\vhich evidence was produced. 
Edible salt is presently received by Pelton's from 
~lorton Salt Company in bags via the Morton trucks. 
(R.180). While Morton has bulk equip·ment for the trans-
portation of edible salt and uses it regularly (R. 136, 
137), the witness did not know such service was avail-
able. (R. 201). This shipper's need, if any, for transpor-
tation of edible salt in bulk can be handled by Morton 
without the issuance of any new authority. Again, no 
evidence was introduced regarding a n1ovement of edible 
salt to any poi:nts· :other than Salt Lake from Saltair. 
Protestant 1\'Iilne Truck Lines was represented by 
Mr. Henry Dahn. This company operates numerous daily 
schedules throughout the territory it is authorized to 
serve, particularly between Beaver and Salt Lake ·City. 
(R. 212) .. It is, and has,been for some time, transp-orting 
the powdered milk supplied by Brookla\vn Crean1ery for 
Pelton's Spudnuts, and 1filne's retention of this traffic, 
Yd1ether in bags or in bulk is highly desirable to it. (R. 
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219, 2.20). Milne transports sugar for Utah-Idaho Sugar 
Company and flour for Pillsbury into the territory it is 
authorized to serve. (R. 77, 165). There have been no 
requests made of Milne for transportation of the com-
modities involved in bulk during the two years pre-
ceding this hearing (R. 216), even though each of these 
shippers had been solicited by Milne. (R. 220). In fact, 
1vfilne, in its operations, has not observed an indication 
of a trend to bulk transportation. (R. 220). 
vVhile 1\1ilne no'v has excess equipment, it stands 
ready to acquire such additional equipment as traffic may 
warrant. (R. 216). It has discussed with other dry freight 
carriers in Utah the possibility of acquiring dry bulk 
equipment in association when the combined traffic of all 
the carriers warrants. (R. 218, 219). However, in Dahn's 
opinion, the pTesent volume does not justify the acquisi-
tion of such equipment. Milne's costs are rising and the 
diversion of traffic is a serious matter to it. It is particu-
larly concerned vvith losing the valuable backhaul move-
ment from southern Utah represented by the Brooklawn 
Creamery account. The loss of any traffic "\Yill increase 
the difficulty of meeting its costs at its current rates. 
(R. 219, 220). 
1\fr. Bernard Hale represented plaintiff Salt Lake-
Kanab Freight Lines. This carrier provides daily service 
between points it is authorized to serve and is moving all 
of the commodities involved in this hearing in bagged 
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for1n at the present tune. (R. 234). Its solicitors have 
contacted each of the shippers involved here and no re-
quests for bulk transportation have been made. Salt Lake-
l(anab has a substantial fleet of equipment and is willing 
to acquire such additional equipment as traffic requires. 
The witness indicated his company had studied and 
agreed to join in the p·urchase of dry bulk equipment with 
other dry freight carriers in Utah \vhen traffic warrants. 
(It 236). A diversion of traffic would have an adverse 
effect on Salt Lake-Kanab since its operating costs are 
already high and contact wage increases "\Vere scheduled 
to go into effect shortly after the hearing. (R. 235). 
Plaintiff Carbon l\1otorway, Inc. was represented by 
~Ir. Wayne Cushing. Carbon has authority to transport 
the commodities involved here, including sp·ecific author-
ity on salt fron1Morton Salt Comp·any to_ Salt Lake City. 
For a tin1e after the granting of this salt authority, ·Car-
bon transported bulk salt for Morton but none has been 
handled since July 1, 1958. (R. 2?4). Although Carbon 
serves and solicits the shippers appearing at the hearing, 
none has requested transportation of the commodities in 
bulk. (R. 247). IIowever, along "\vith plaintiffs Milne 
. / 
Truck Lines and Salt Lake-Kanab Freight Lines, ·Carbon 
has agreed to purchase, alone or in association, such dry 
bulk equipment as may be required by the traffic. (R. 
2-15). Any diversion of traffic from Carbon's lines, dir-
ectly or by interline, \vould be harmful to Carbon since 
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its operating costs are extremely high and, due to in-
, 
creased wage contracts, will become higher (R. 248). 
Following issuance of the order herein, plaintiffs 
filed a detailed petition for rehearing (R. 342) which was 
denied by the Commission on 1\1ay 25, 1960. (R. 348). 
STATEMENT OF POINTS 
POINT I. 
THE ACTION OF THE COMMISSION IN FINDING PUB-
LIC CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY REQUIRED ANY 
GRANT OF AUTHORITY HEREIN IS ARBITRARY, CAPRI-
CIOUS AND CONTRARY TO THE EVIDENCE. 
(A) THE 'EVIDEN·CE ESTABLISHES THAT THE EX-
ISTING SERVICE IS ADEQUATE TO MEET THE 
NEEDS OF THE SHIPPING PUBLIC. 
(B) TH·E EVIDENCE OF PRESENT O·R FU'TURE 
NEED FOR THE AUTHORITY GRANTED HERE-
IN IS SPECULATIVE AND CONJECTURAL, AND 
A GRANT OF AUT'HORITY BASED 'THEREON IS 
CONTRARY TO LAW. 
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POINT II. 
THE A~CTION OF 'THE COMMISSION IN GRANTING 
AUTHORITY TO ALL POINTS AND PLACES IN THE STATE 
OF UTAH IS NOT SUBSTANTIATED BY THE RECORD 
W!IICH IS ABSOLUTELY DEVOID OF EVIDENCE EXCEPT 
AS TO THE RESTRICTED AREAS HEREINAFTER OUT-
LINED, AND SUCH A BROAD GRANT OF AUTHORITY IS 
ARBITRARY, CAPRICIOUS AND CONTRARY TO LAW. 
(A~. THE ONLY EVIDENCE INTRODUCED RELAT-
ING TO _FLOUR INVOLVED A MOVE;M:ENT FROM 
OGDEN TO SALT LAKE CITY. 
(B). 'THE ONLY EVIDENCE INTRODUCED RELATING 
TO EDIBLE SALT INVOLVED A MOVEMENT 
FROl\1: SALT AIR TO SALT LAKE CITY. 
(C). THE ONLY EVIDENCE INTRODUCED RELATING 
TO POWDERED MILK INVOLVED A MOVEMENT 
FROl\ti BEAVER TO SALT LAKE CITY. 
(D). THE ONLY EVIDENCE INTRODUCED RELAT-
ING TO SUGAR INVOLVED A MOVEMENT FROl\tl 
WEST JORDAN TO SADT LAKE CITY. 
POINT III. 
THE ACTION OF THE COMMISSION WILL AD-
VERSELY AFFECT PLAINTIFFS AND OTH!ER EXISTING 
CARRIERS BY DIVERTING Vl'TALLY NEEDED TRAFFIC 
FROM THEIR LINES. 
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'THE A~CTION OF THE COMMISSION IN FINDING PUB-
LIC CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY REQUIRED ANY 
GRANT OF AUTHORITY HEREIN IS ARBITRARY, CAPRI-
CIOUS AND CONTRARY TO THE EVIDENCE. 
(A) THE EVIDEN!CE ESTABLISHES THA'T THE EX-
ISTING SERVICE IS ADEQUATE TO MEET THE 
NEEDS OF THE SHIPPING PUBLIC. 
An analysis of the evidence fails to reveal any basis 
·for the Commission's finding that public convenience 
and necessity requires the grant of authority made here-
in. Considering the evidence on each commodity sepa-
rately, it is clear that no public need was shown and that 
the carrier services available are adequate to n1eet the 
needs of the shipping public. 
The only testimony relating to the transportation of 
flour came from the Pillsbury Coinpany and Pelton's 
Spudnuts. ·The Pillsbury flour plant is located at Ogden. 
Its representative stated that Ogden and Salt Lake ·City 
are the only points in the State to which bulk flour is 
shipped. (R. 60). Pillsbury has only one custon1er in 
Salt Lake City at the present tilne to "~hich shipments of 
bulk flour are made. (R. 62). One other Salt Lake custo-
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mer is considering a conversion to bulk flour utilization, 
however, the 'vitness had no idea as to when, if ever, such 
conversion would take place. (R. 66). The customer re-
ferred to did not appear at the hearing and there was no 
concrete evidence of any firm intention by such customer 
to convert to bulk facilities. 
To accomplish its bulk flour transportation, Pills-
bury uses the services of a duly certified contract carrier, 
Salt Lake Flour l\1ills Division of the ·Colorado ~filling 
and Elevator Company. This carrier's services are used 
three days per week. (R. 61). The service and equipment 
provided are satisfactory and adequate for Pillsbury's 
present needs. (R. 70, 81). Pillsbury has not requested 
additional equipment from this carrier and has no reason 
to believe it would not provide such equipment if re-
quested. (R. 81, 82). No difficulty has been encountered 
by Pillsbury with the contract carrier's service. (R. 75). 
The only other evidence relating to flour was in the 
testimony of Lee Scott, representing Pelton's Spudnuts 
of Salt Lake City. Pelton's now receives bulk flour by 
rail from the General l\1ills Plant in Ogden. (R. 180). 
Athough Pillsbury would like to s1hip flour to Pelton's, 
(R. 76, 77), when asked whether it 'vould be of any con-
vience to Pelton's to have service available by truck, Scott 
stated: 
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"A. Not the flour. The situation on the flour is 
"very compatible as our present operation is." 
(R.193). 
In . its operation, Pelton's J:?ight .anticipate at the most 
one bulk shipment of flour by truck per month. (R. 193). 
Of course, the contract carrier service presently available 
could handle this movement. No other evidence on this 
commodity was produced. 
In: substance, this·evidence shovvs Pillsbury has one 
, movement of hulk flour· from Ogden to Salt Lake which 
is presently handled by a duly certified contract carrier 
whose services are u.tilized by Pillsbury three days a 
week. Pelton's service "is per~ectly adequate and satis-
factory. The only reasonable conclusion which could be 
reached is that the service available to Pillsbury and 
Pelton's for the transportation of Bulk flour is _adequate 
to meet their needs. There 'Yas not a shred of evidence 
o·n which a finding of convenience and necessity could 
be made . 
. The· evidence pertaining to a movement of edible 
salt ·involved only the transportation fro1n Morton Salt 
Company at Saltair to Pelton's Spudnuts in Salt Lake 
City. -An examination of the evidence produced by Mor-
ton conclusively' demonstrates that the Commission's 
grant· of authority is contrary to the 'evidence. ~lorton 
owns and operates its own equipment and transports 
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Pdible salt on such equipment in both bulk and bags. (R. 
136, 137). It rnoves its own product insofar as possible 
through the area bounded by Payson on the south, Logan 
on the north, Heber City on the east, and Tooele on the 
'vest. (R. 139, 142). Morton is presently providing Pel-
ton's \rith edible salt in bags on its own trucks. (R. 180). 
The complete lack of need for additional service on edible 
salt ''Tas 1nade clear by the l\1orton witness "\vho testified: 
"Q. Do you have occasions where your equipment 
is fully used for other purposes and you 
would have bulk shipments which you would 
have to give to other carriers f 
A. Only in the case of coarse salt." (R. 137). 
~lorton intends to continue to use its own trucks in 
the transportation of edible salt in bulk. (R. 142). The 
witness testified : 
"Q. Do you know of any requirements at the 
present time which make your equipment un-
suited for the transportation in bulk of edible 
salt-I mean edible for human consumption 1 
A. No sir. 
Q. Are you presently transporting that type of 
salt in bulk within your local area f 
A. Yes." (R. 143). 
In addition to having its own transportation facili-
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_ties, ·there is an abundance-. of carrier service. available 
to Morton. ·Contract carrier service is available for ex-
cess traffic Morton's trucks cannot handle. (R. 144). Al-
though it has anthorized common carrier service, 11:orton 
. calls o~ them_ only infrequently and anticipates that such 
~alls wou,ld continue to he unusual. (R. 142). Plaintiff 
Qarbon I\fot<;>rway_ if? authorized to serve the Morton 
. ~alt .Company to.Salt Lake City. (Ex.17). 
In the face of thi_s evidence, it. is incredible that the 
, Commission found that public convenience ··and necessity 
··required the grant of authority for the transportation of 
edible salt in bulk~ Such an obviously erroneous conclu-
sion IS :arbitr_ary and unreasonable and should be re-
versed.· 
Testimony relating to the transportation ·of powdered 
milk was restricted to a single Inovement, froin the 
Brooklaw--p. Creamery in Beaver to Pelton's Spudnuts in 
Salt Lake ·City. Brooklyn Creamery is presently shipping 
powdered milk in bags and fiber drums to Pelton's via 
:hfilne Truck Lines. (R. 121). This moven1ent occurs 
approximately once a week. (R. 132). Tl1e witness for 
this shipp-er admitted that his coinpany had no customers 
at the prese:r:tt time who utilized bulk facilities in the 
handling of powdered milk and stated his interest "'.,.as: 
· "A. . .. ·satisfying any potential custon1ers '\Yho 
may develop." (R. 122). 
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Pelton's Spudnuts uses 12,000 to 13,000 pounds of 
po,vdered milk a 1nonth. (R. 184). On the equipment de-
fendant is acquiring, this rnovernent would amount to 
approximately one truck load every four months. On the 
other hand, the l\filne witness indicated its willingness to 
acquire bulk containers to effect this movement in bulk 
if requested. (R. 226). Such containers, similar to the 
3,000 pounds nesta-bins in which sugar is presently sup-
plied Pelton's (R. 179), would require a minimum amount 
of handling at Pelton's plant. Such service could be made 
available to Brookla"\vn Creamery by l\iilne at any time 
the shipper may request. However, the fact that there 
is no need for a bulk service here is made evident in the 
Brookla,vn witness' testimony relating to Milne's solicita-
tion: 
"Q. Their purpose in coming, as they have made 
clear I presurne, is to see what traffic they 
can move for you; is that right~ 
A. That's right. 
Q. Nothing has ever been said by you or by then1 
actually about transporting powdered milk in 
bulk equipment. The subject has never come 
up~ 
A. That's right." (R. 132). 
niilne has solicited Pelton's but has never received 
an inquiry about bulk transportation of powdered milk. 
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{R. 203). The .movement from Brooklawn, to Pelton's 
constitutes a valuable backhaul for Milne which would 
he lost by the granting of this application. (R. 131, 219). 
Mil:n,.e's se~vice for this shipper has been adequate and 
satisfactory. (R. 125). 
This evidence cannot support a finding that public 
convenience and necessity require the granting of a cer-
tificate for the transportation of powdered milk. Ade-
quate. service is available to this shipper. The evidence 
shows Brooklawn has no customers presently using bulk 
powdered milk and the only anticipated conversion in-
volves a small amount which could be handled adequately 
by 1\rfilne. If such .conversion occurs, the existing carrier 
should be afforded the first opportunity to transport 
the com1nodity involved. 
The only evidence pertaining to the transportation 
of sugar was produced. by the Utah-Idaho Sugar Com-
pany and related to a proposed 1novement fron1 its plant 
in West Jordan to Pelton's Spi1dnuts. The ·witness for 
Utah-Id~o Sugar admitted that no sugar in bulk is 
presently being shipped from either of that company's 
plants, which are located in West Jordan and Garland. 
(R. 149). With regard to the proposed movement to Pel-
ton's, Utah-Idaho is only negotiating for the sale of bulk 
sugar. (R. 150). ·The 'vitness indicated that Pelton's 
had not yet decided 'vhether its conversion to bulk sugar 
facilities. will be designed to accommodate truck or rail 
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n1oveinents. (R. 155 ). Pelton's is presently provided 
\rith ~ugar fro1n the I~ayton Sugar Company. (R. 179). 
L~ tah-Idaho Sugar is no'v delivering from its West 
Jordan plant into the Salt Lake area and south into 
Provo on its o'vn trucks. (R. 158, 159). In other areas 
this shipper uses the services of plaintiff and finds such 
services satisfactory. (1~. 165, 166, 168). Further evi-
dence of lack of need for a new bulk service on this com-
Inodity is den1onstrated by the fact that although this 
shipper has been solicited by plaintiffs for the purpose 
of developing any freight which they could handle, it 
has never requested service or mentioned any need for a 
bulk transportation movement. (R. 170). 
On the strength of this evidence the Co1nmission 
made a finding that public convenience and necessity 
require that defendant be granted authority to transport 
flour, edible salt, powdered milk and sugar, in bulk, 
in dry for1n, to all points and places in the state of Utah. 
It is axion1atic that if existing transportation facilities 
provide adequate and reasonable service, a Certificate 
of Convenience and Necessity cannot he awarded. See 
TVycoff Co. v. P~tblic Service Comraission, 119 Utah 342, 
227 P.2d 323, (1951). This grant of authority based upon 
. a finding that c-onvenience and necessity require addi-
tional service for the transportation of these commodities 
is unreasonable and contrary to the evidence and ap-
plicable law. 
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The most that can be said for defendant is that the 
nature of the evidence would appear more logically to 
relate to a carrier application for the right to serve 
Pelton's Spudnuts. However, even such an application 
would have to be denied since no evidence of any need 
for additional service was shown. The fact that Pelton's 
might find such a service convenient and desires to use 
the services of defendant is not enough to support the 
order of the Commission. To sustain a finding of con-
venience and necessity the need must be public rather 
than private. As stated in JY!ulcahy v. Public Service 
Comm~ssion, 101 Utah 245, 117 P.2d 298 (1941): 
"There can be no fast rule or clear line of de-
marcation between the convenience and necessity 
of individuals and t~1e convenience and necessity 
. of. the public, because after all the public is made 
up of a collection of individuals. But a thing may 
be a convenience or a necessity for Inany indi-
viduals and yet not be a public convenience and 
necessity. The -'convenience' and 'necessity' re_ 
quired to support an application for a certificate 
are those of the public, not those of individuals. 
'Necessity' and 'convenience' are not to be con-
strued as synonymous. Convenience is n1uch 
broader and 1nore inclusive than necessity, but 
effect must be given to both." 
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In defining the nature of a public need, the court 
said in the lVI ~tlcahy case : 
"It is a definite need of the general public 
for such service vvhere no reasonably adequate 
service exists. 
* * * 
"The 1nere matter of convenience to certain 
shippers does not establish public convenience and 
necessity. If existing utilities are rendering ade-
quate service, ordinarily a certificate will not be 
granted putting a new competitor in the field." 
IIere the service proposed by defendant amounts to no 
more than a mere convenience for a few ship·pers. Under 
the law, when a carrier applies to institute a new service, 
the Commission must take into account, not only the im-
n1ediate advantage to some me1nbers of the public in in-
creased service, but must make long-range plans for the 
protection of the existing carriers. See Lake Shore Motor 
Coach L~1nes, Inc. v. Bennett, 8 Utah 2d 293, 333 P.2d 1061 
(1958). The evidence is clear that adequate service al-
ready exists to meet any needs for the transportation of 
these comn1odities. Under such circumstances, the law 
requires the grant of common carrier authority be set 
aside. 
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(B) THE EVIDENCE OF PRESENT O·R FUTURE 
NEED FOR THE AUTHORITY GRANTED HERE-
IN IS SPECULATIVE AND CONJECTURAL, AND 
A GRANT OF AUT.HORITY BASED ·THEREON IS 
CON'TRARY TO LAW. 
Before there can be any utilization by the shippers 
involved of the service authorized, Pelton's Spudnuts 
n1ust convert their sugar, powdered milk and salt facili-
ties to bulk equipment. As indicated above, although Pel-
ton's has bulk equipment for flour, by its own admission, 
the service presently provided for this commodity is ade-
quate to meet Pelton's needs. (R. 193). The conversion 
to bulk with respect to the other three commodities is 
pure conjecture when talking in terms of a need for com-
mon carrier service. Pelton's _witness indicated that a 
conversion to bulk salt and powdered milk facilities will 
only be accomplished when that company deems it "feasi-
ble." (R. 183). While he indicated that bulk sugar equip_ 
ment has been ordered, the witness from Utah-Idaho 
Sugar Company testified it had been indicated to him 
that no determination had been made by Pelton's whether 
such facilities would be designed to accommodate rail or 
truck service. ( R. 155). The fact that 've are dealing 
with speculation rather than need here is emphasized 
by the fact that, although solicited by each of the plain-
tiffs, neither Pelton's nor any of the other shippers had 
ever requested that bulk service be provided. The 'vitness 
for Brooklawn Creamery testified: 
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··Q. N ovv nothing· has ever been said by you or 
by them ( l\lilne) actually about transporting 
povvdered milk in b,ulk equip·ment. The sub--
ject has never come up~ 
A. That's right." (R. 132). 
11ha t the alleged need 'vas pure speculation was further 
e1nphasized by the fact that although Morton Salt ·Com-
pany has available bulk equipment for the transportation 
of edible salt and has performed that service regularly 
(R. 13G, 137), and delivers bagged salt to Pelton's, Pel-
ton's was unaware that any such service existed and has 
never inquired. (R. 201). 
In light of the evidence that none of these shipp·ers 
has ever requested or mentioned bulk transportation to 
the solicitors of plaintiffs, although such solicitations are 
Inade for the purpose of developing the traffic, the need 
alleged cannot reasonably be regarded as present or in 
the reasonable or foreseeable future. Particularly this is 
true when, for example, bulk service on edible salt has 
been available for some time from Pelton's supplier, and 
yet Pelton's has never been sufficiently concerned to 
n1ake inquiry. 
The la\v is well settled that a speculative or conjec-
tural need is not a sufficient basis to sustain a grant of 
co1nn1on carrier authority. As stated by the Interstate 
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Commerce Commission in Ralph E. Sorkness, Extension 
-C.arbon DioxVde; No. MC 38673 (Sub. No.9); 8 F.C.C. 
32,2'46: 
"A mere possibility of a future need for the 
proposed service, however, is insufficient to sus-
tain a finding that such service is required by the 
present and future public convenience and neces-
sity." 
POINT II. 
THE A~CTION OF 'THE COMMISSION IN GRANTING 
AUTHORITY TO ALL POIN'TS AND PLACES IN THE STATE 
OF UTAH IS NOT SUBSTANTIATED BY THE RECORD 
WHICH IS ABSOLUT'ELY DEVOID OF EVIDENCE EXCEPT 
AS TO THE RESTRICTED AREAS HEREINAFTER OUT-
LINED, AND SUCH A BROAD GRAN'T OF AUTHORITY IS 
ARBITRARY, CAPRICIOUS AND CONTRARY TO LAW. 
As previously indicated, the evidence introduced by 
defendant was insufficient to establish a need for any 
grant of authority herein. However the Commission 
granted defendant the right to serve on all tl1e indicated 
commodities - flour, edible salt, po,vdered milk and 
sugar - between all points and places in the state of 
Utah. On the basis of this record, such a finding is in-
credible since the shipper witnesses expressly denied any 
traffic movement into the areas served by these plain-
tiffs, with the exception of the powdered 1nilk movement 
from Beaver to Salt Lake City. 
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The evidence affirmatively refutes the finding that 
additional transportation facilities are needed between 
all points and places within the state. 
(A). THE ONLY EVIDENCE INTRODUCED RELAT-
ING TO FLOUR INVOLVED A MOVEMENT FROM 
OGDEN TO SALT LAKE CITY. 
As outlined above, the only n1ovement of flour in the 
state about which testimony was introduced involved the 
1nove1nent from Ogden to Salt Lake 'City by the Pillsbury 
Company. vVithout re-examining the argument relating 
to a need for a service between Ogden and Salt Lake, it 
is clear that there is absolutely no evidence which would 
justify a finding that authority to transport flour was 
needed between any other places. Pillsbury ship·s 95% of 
its flour in bags. (R. 67). An abundance of service 
throughout the state is available for that movement. 
Pillsbury's witness expressly limited the movement of 
bulk flour to Ogden and Salt Lake when he testified: 
"Q. Now, then, you mention the trend to hulk, 
flour in bulk is only feasible for a relatively 
large user of it; is that correct~ 
A. That is generally true, yes. 
Q. And at this point they are located in Salt Lake 
and Ogden~ 
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A. Right.'' (R. 75). 
This shipper has been served by plaintiffs into the 
area each holds authority and the service provided has 
been satisfactory. 
(B). 'THE ONLY EVIDENCE INTRODUCED RELATING 
TO EDIBLE SALT INVOLVED A MOVEMENT 
FROM SALT AIR TO SALT LAKE CITY. 
The entire testi1nony relating to the n1ovement of 
edible salt involved the Morton Salt Company transport-
ing from Saltair to Pelton's in Salt Lake City. ~lorton 
uses its o\vn equipn1ent for its transportation needs 
throughout the area bounded by Payson on the south, 
Logan on the north, Heber City on the east and Tooele 
on the \vest. At the present time it has only one customer 
in the state which uses edible salt in bulk, Swift & Com-
pany of Ogden, 'vhich is served by rail. (R. 137, 147). 
Again the evidence affi1matively established that 
Morton has no need for any transportation into the area 
served by these plaintiffs. The witness testified: 
"Q. Now, so far as edible salt in bulk, do I cor-
rectly interpret your testimony to mean that 
you have no kno\vn 1novement of that, for in-
stance, to points such as Provo-you have no 
user there1 
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A. That's right. 
Q. In fact, any place in Utah south of Provo you 
'vould have no occasion to move edible salt 
in bulk~ 
A. That is correct." (R. 143). 
Further, the ·w-itness testified his company has no market 
for edible salt in Uintah, Duchesne, vV ayne, Grand, 
En1ery and San Juan Counties and no use for a trucking 
service into those areas. (R. 145, 146). 
(C). THE ONLY EVID'EN~CE IN'TRODUCED RELATING 
TO POWDERED MILK INVOLVED A MOVEMENT 
FROM BEAVER TO SALT LAKE CITY. 
Brooklawn Creamery is located in Beaver and trans-
ports powdered milk into Salt Lake City. However, at 
this tilne this shipper has no custon1ers who use the com-
modity in bulk form. (R. 126). 
Here again the witness expTessly restricted the ter-
ritory to "\Yhich any bulk move1nents 'vould be destined. 
He stated: 
HQ. You have no need for services to any other 
points than Beaver and Salt Lake ·City~ 
A. No." (R. 129). 
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The facilities of plaintiff Milne Truck Lines, Inc. have 
been used by this shipper and found to be very satisfac-
tory. (R. 125). 
(D). THE ONLY EVIDENCE INTRODUCED RELAT-
ING TO SUGAR INVOLVED A MOVEMENT FROM 
WEST JORDAN TO SALT LAKE CITY. 
The Utah-Idaho Sugar Co1npany was the only manu-
facturer of sugar represented at the hearing. It main-
tains n1anufacturing plants at West Jordan and Garland, 
but both this company's vvitness and the witness from 
Pelton's Spudnuts indicated that the sugar involved 
in this application vvould move from the West Jordan 
plant, except in emergencies. (R. 164, 183). No bulk 
sugar is presently shipp·ed from either of these points. 
(R. 149). 
The shipper witness once again restricted the area 
into which bulk sugar would move, saying that such 
movements would be into the Salt Lake area. (R. 150). 
In fact, the witness said that Pelton's was the only 
potential custon1er even in Salt Lake City. (R. 163). This 
ship·per has no customers present or potential in the 
areas served by plaintiffs. The services of plaintiffs 
l\filne and Carbon have been utilized by this shipper and 
found to be satisfactory. (R. 165, 168). 
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\Vithout a shred of evidence to support it, in fact 
all of the testlinony affirmatively to the contrary, the 
Cornrnission has authorized defendant to transp·ort all of 
the~e cornmodities bet\Yeen all points and places within 
the State of Utah. Obviously the evidence is devoid of 
any reference to transportation needs from such areas 
as Price to St. George; Cedar City to Logan; Brigham 
City to Monticello; Salt Lake to l{anab; Ogden to Rich-
field; in fact, from any point in the state to any other 
voint in the state. Under the law, a grant of authority 
n1ust be restricted to areas in "\\7hich at least some evi-
dence of need has been introduced. In the very recent 
case of Salt Lake Transfer Co. and Ashworth Transfer, 
Inc. v. The P1tblic Service Con~m,ission of Utah and 
Barton Tr1{;ck Ltne, Inc., Case No. 9082, the court struck 
do'vn an analagous action by the Public Service Com-
n1ission. There Barton applied for certain authority, 
including explosiv-es. At the hearing the applicant failed 
to offer any evidence concerning transportation of ex-
plosives, and plaintiffs offered evidence challenging the 
need on such commodity. The court reversed the Com-
rnission's order and held that, "\vhile in the first instance 
an applicant need not demonstrate a need for every 
conceivable item encompassed by a classification, where 
evidence is offered challenging a need for a particular 
iten1, the applicant must introduce evidence rebutting 
the challenge, and failure to do so will defeat the 
application. The court said: 
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"Whatever the minimum quantity and quali-
ty of evidence necessary to justify administrative 
action, orders issue~d in the complete absence of 
fa-ctual support are .arbitrary, cap·ricious and void. 
(Emphasis added) 
* * * 
"A search of the record reveals nothing upon 
which to base the conclusion that the addition of 
Barton's service will in any way add to public 
convenience and necessity with regard to explo-
sives. As the record no\v stands, Ashworth and 
Salt Lake Transfer are rendering an adequate 
service in the transportation of explosives. Be-
fore additional service is authorized by the Com-
mission, the applicant must show that the existing 
service is not adequate and convenient and that 
the proposed service would eliminate the inade-
quacy and inconvenience.'' 
The territorial problen1 in this case is closely anal-
agous to the commodity problem presented to the court 
in the Salt Lake Tr~ansfer case. As noted by the court, 
to require applicant in the first instance to demonstrate 
a need for the transportation of every item to every 
point within the state vvould in1pose a heavy burden upon 
him. Ho,vever, when protestants challenge the need into 
any particular area and offer evidence in support of 
such challenge, the applicant must introduce evidence 
establishing a need into that specific territory. Plaintiffs 
here challenged the need for transp·ortation of all of the 
commodities into the areas in 'vhich they serve. ·Con-
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elusive evidence 'Yas offered in support of that challenge 
and applicant failed to offer any rebutting evidence. 
Since there are no facts within the r-ecord to justify 
the state,vide grant of authority, under the rule of the 
Salt Lake Transfer case, the order of the Com1nission 
is arbitrary and capricious and must be reversed. 
POINT III. 
THE ACTION OF THE COMMISSION WILL AD-
VERSELY AFFE·CT PLAINTIFFS AND OTHER EXISTING 
CARRIERS BY DIVERTING VI'TALLY NEEDED TRAFFIC 
FROM THEIR LINES. 
Among the considerations involved in arriving at a 
finding that convenience and necessity require the grant-
ing of common carrier authority is the effect of such 
grant upon existing carriers. The operating witnesses 
of plaintiffs each testified that the grant of authority 
herein 'vould have a serious adverse effect upon the 
earners. 
Plaintiffs are presently transporting all of the com-
nlodities involved in bags and a grant of bulk au,thority 
''Tould divert a portion of that traffic. This diversion 
is most direct and serious in the case of the powdered 
milk authority from Beaver to Salt Lake City. The 
'vitness for Brookla-\vn Creamery testified that the 
po,vdered milk previously transported by Milne will be 
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diverted to defendant by this grant (R. 131). The 
importance of that movement to Milne was emphasized 
by its operating witness, who testified: 
"Q. What, is any, effect would the granting of 
authority here have on Milne~ 
A. Very possibly we would lose the Brooklavm 
Creamery account from Beaver to Salt Lake 
City. 
Q. And is that of any importance to Milne, and 
if so why~ 
A. It is extremely important to Milne Truck 
Line because it is all backhaul traffic, and 
anything you can develop from southen Utah 
is highly des~rable traffic, and we just hesi-
tate to see any of it taken away from us.'' 
(R. 219, 220) 
Any diversion will, of course, have an effect on the 
revenue of Milne. The intrastate economic problems were 
outlined by the witness who testified: 
"Q. As to the local intrastate operations within 
Utah, do you face any econorrric problems 
in maintaining service at current rates and 
expenses, particularly labor~ 
A. "\V e are faced, co1ne the first of l\lay I be-
lieve it is, with a new labor contract that, 
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of course, is going to cost our company 
more money, and sofar as our intrastate 
operating rights are concerned we find it 
very difficult to earn a profit on our trans-
portation at the current rates, and we feel 
that if we are going to lose any more traffic 
then it is going to be a serious matter to us." 
(R. 220). 
The problem encountered by Salt Lake-Kanab IS 
silnilar. The witness for this carrier stated: 
"Q. And did you hear their statement as to the 
problem wlr1ch confronts their common car-
rier in Utah in the event of diversion of traf-
fic from bagged to bulk~ 
A. I certainly was. 
Q. Would it be your testimony - and I only 
say this to expedite the matter, Mr. Hacking 
- "rould your testimony be the same in s.ub-
stance as that of the operating witness for 
Milne Truck Lines~ 
A. It certain would, sir. 
Q. Is there any problem Kanab has in connec-
tion with potential diversion that has not 
been covered by Mr. Dahn ~ 
A. There certain has, sir. We are constantly 
battling with diversion possibilities in intra-
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state traffic. It is very marginal at present 
and I think, as Mr. Dahn stated, n1uch more 
of a loss is going to be felt even worse. 
We, too are being shadowed with a close-to-
hand labor increase cost-wise." (R. 235, 236). 
The testimony of the "\\-ritness for plaintiff ~Carbon 
Motorway testified that his company faced the same 
problem: 
"Q. And would your testimony be the same as 
to the effect of traffic diversion were it to 
occur over the lines of Carbon Motorway -
and by that I mean the effect on you would 
be extremely adverse~ 
A. Yes, it would. We have already experienced 
that on the salt. 
Q. What about your general operating condition 
today on intrastate commerce over your area 
- and when I say 'condition' I refer to your 
operating ratio. 
A. We are- find ourselves in a position where 
our operating ratio is up at a serious peak 
at the p~resent ti1ne, running at 98% and 99%. 
Q. Are you sin1ilarly confronted with wage con_ 
tracts, which on that item of expense alone 
"rould generate a substantial increase in May 
of this year·~ 
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A. \T es ~ 've just went through a wage increase 
the first of February, and we have another 
in 1\iay." (R. 244). 
In granting this authority the Commission failed 
to take into consideration the effect upon plaintiffs' 
operations. Such action by the Cornmisson is contrary 
to la\V. As pointed out by the court in Wycoff Co. v. 
Pu,bUc Service Commissi,on, 119 Utah 342, 227 P.2d 
323, ( 1951) : 
"It might he true that the granting of the 
application for contract carrier authority to serve 
t"\vo of the theaters in the area 'vould be advan-
tageous to the two theaters operated by contrac-
tee, but on the other hand such action would have 
a tendancy to decrease the .amount of merchandise 
to be hauled by defendant and might result in 
other theaters being furnished unsatisfactory 
service. Co1npetition is desirable if the volume 
of business "\vill permit solvent operations, but 
if the field is not limited, insolvency and unsatis-
factory service result. 
As noted in Lakeshore Motor Coach Lines v. Bennett, 
8 Utah 2d 293, 333 P.2d 1061, (1958), the Comrnission 
" ... must plan long-range for the protection 
and conservation of carrier service so that there 
\\7ill be economic stability and continuity of serv-
ice. This obviously cannot be done unless existing 
carriers have a reasonable degree of protection 
in the operations they are maintaining.'' 
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CONCLUSION 
The action of the Commission in this case indicates 
a disregard of the evidence and ap·plicable law. It is 
submitted that the order granting authority herein is 
arbitrary, capricious and directly contrary to the evi-
dence and law. The order of the Commission should be 
set aside. 
Respectfully submitted, 
SKE.EN, WORSLEY, SNOW 
& CHRISTENSEN 
Wood R. Worsley and 
John F. Piercey 
Attorneys for Plamtvffs 
701 Continental Bank Building 
Salt Lake ·City, Utah 
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